Bringing it together, NOW
Empowering organizations to work smarter and faster.
AppFusions solves complex yet common mixed-technology integration and digital experience problems with packaged frameworks, platforms,
solutions and services.

Bridging systems, technologies, people, silos - seamlessly.
In an ideal world, integrated enterprise digital
experiences - for customers, suppliers, employees
would just work – securely, seamlessly, functionally,
and with delight. But they don't.
Instead, most enterprises have a growing problem of
too many systems and silos, redundant or
overlapping tools and data, and compounding
communication challenges because of the "systems
of chaos".
No company is immune to this challenge - and all
companies wish vendor to vendor systems work
better together. And this is where AppFusions
comes in.
AppFusions enables, optimizes, and grows
mixed-systems digital experiences, communications
and collaborations.
Our solutions put the end-customer and their valuable time, first while minding the tricky technology integrations part too! Our integration and
digital experience solutions bring together dozens of platforms, both in the cloud and on-premise, modern and legacy.

Achieving mutual success results, value, and process getting there
"AppFusions provides the only feasible way to connect Google Apps (Authentication & Drive) with Altassian
server products with excellent support."
~ Andrés Manso, Incubio's Founder
"AppFusions was a highly capable and dedicated integration partner. Our SSO project went extremely
smoothly and their knowledge of the Atlassian product suite was impressive. We had a unique situation, in
that our requirements included SSO to multiple apps against a non-publicly accessible LDAP endpoint, and
AppFusions was able to come up with an efficient and creative solution to the problem. Colin and Ellen were
both extremely helpful, available, and easy to work with throughout the course of the integration, and the
project finished on time and on budget."
~ Web Operations Manager, Equinox, New York City, NY
"Just wanted to share our appreciation with the quality of support we have received from AppFusions. For
every issue, question or enhancement request raised, you responded quick, clear and crisp. Fixes are
provided once, not fixed and re-fixed. This is very important for a startup like us who has grown from 30 JIRA
users over a year ago to now at least 300. JIRA and 3 plug-ins are now extensively used here because of this
relationship that we can count on."
~ Sr. Program Manager, Violin Memory, Mountain View, CA
"With limited time and management resources, we were looking for a vendor to help us configure, develop,
and document our team's new Confluence site and JIRA projects. AppFusions was able to quickly come up to
speed and offer us the application expertise and project management we needed to get our initial platform

ready in time for our internal deadline. We continue to work with them to improve our platform through custom
development, configuration, and consulting."
~ Sr. Manager, Electronic Arts, Redwood Shores, CA
"We have worked with a number of AppFusions' associates on a few projects. AppFusions professional
expertise was a critical key to the success of our projects. The customizations they provided for our
Confluence instance drastically improved the look a feel of our wiki and gave our users nice added features
and functionality. Their experience in performing Confluence upgrades and migrations was also invaluable.
We would not have been able to pull off these successful projects without the help of the awesome team at
AppFusions."
~ IT Lead Analyst, Roche Pharmaceutical, Parsippany, NJ
"AppFusions have a simple yet elegant solution to getting SSO up and running for Confluence. AppFusions
also provided constant support while we tested and set up SSO in our system. They have a solid method of
troubleshooting errors and working systematically towards the solution. For the price they make this available,
this plugin is a steal!"
~ Sr. Confluence System Admin, Finish IT service company
"AppFusions has been an excellent resource for our company, as we were having issues fully adopting JIRA
into our software development life cycle. Their methodical approach to project management, and expertise in
not only JIRA, but scripting and their deep understanding of software in general, helped us to bridge the gaps
that were preventing our success. We are now fully utilizing all the power JIRA and GreenHopper has to offer
and are we are grateful for the services AppFusions provided us."
~ CTO, Sycle, San Francisco, CA
"The AppFusions team have been invaluable resources to our company as we transitioned to Confluence.
They respond quickly to our needs and add value by suggesting solutions and alternative ways at looking at
things. A new user of Confluence can definitely get going on their own or using the resources available on
Atlassian, however to really see value in the product I would not hesitate to recommend a solution partner
such as AppFusions."
~ IT Director, Connect Hearing, Chicago, IL

